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Voice. Data. Video. 

Founded in 1989, BBH Solutions, Inc. provides turn-key 
technology services that help organizations utilize their 
wireline and wireless networks to communicate and 
collaborate in real-time across multiple workplaces. Our areas 
of expertise include converged voice, data, and video 
solutions, cabling installation services, and custom IT service 
plans. Our staff of expert engineers and project managers is 
qualified and cross-trained in several technology disciplines, 
with specializations in: 

 The BlackBerry® Solution 
 Alliance Partner 
 BlackBerry® Mobile Voice Solutions (MVS) 

 Cisco Systems 
 Advanced Unified Communications 
 Advanced Wireless LAN 

 Audio Visual 
 Crestron 
 Extron 
 AMX 

 Video Conferencing 
 Polycom 
 Tandberg 

 Microsoft Gold Partnership 
 Networking Infrastructure Solutions 
 Security Solutions 

 VMware Virtualization 

 Data Center Project Management 
 APC  
 Liebert 

For more than twenty years, we’ve been dedicated to delivering 
the best of breed in hardware and software solutions.  Because of 
this commitment, we’ve earned a reputation with our clients as a 
“partner of choice” for converged network implementations 
that help companies take full advantage of their IT to meet 
their business needs. 

BBH Solutions and BlackBerry: A long term relationship 

BBH Solutions has been a BlackBerry 
solutions provider since the program’s 
inception in 1999. We quickly grew, 
and remain one of the leading resellers 
of BlackBerry® Enterprise Server 
packages, client access licenses, and 
BlackBerry® Technical Support Services 
agreements in the United States.  
Beyond the sale, BBH Solutions has 
developed a staff of qualified personnel that can install, 
integrate, and maintain BlackBerry® environments throughout 
the country. 

BlackBerry Mobile Voice Solutions (MVS) 

Thanks to technology innovations in mobile communications, 
businesses have new opportunities to operate more efficiently 
while realizing a quick return on investment.  The introduction 
of BlackBerry MVS has added a new dimension to the meaning 
of the word “mobility”.  By combining BlackBerry MVS with 
your BlackBerry Enterprise Server, all of your communications 
including:  

 Voice  Instant Messaging 

 Email  Multimedia 

 Calendar  Corporate Applications and Files 

are integrated into a single, secure and managed “mobile 
unified communications” platform. 

With expertise in both the Cisco Unified Communications and 
BlackBerry Enterprise Server environments, the BBH Solutions 
project team is uniquely qualified to design and integrate MVS 
into the corporate voice system.  To learn how to Mobilize your 
PBX the BlackBerry® way, contact us at 888-BBH-3444. 
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